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Following the Fabulous 

Festive Season, Buniyad 

Real Estate Services was, not 

stranded, like many other real 

estate companies of Delhi / NCR. Instead of just thinking 

the future seasonal offer, Buniyad has already boarded a 

flight, to Yamuna Expressway, Noida and Dwarka 

Expressway a few days earlier than anticipated with a bulk 

of new Projects.

The reckoning truth was straightforward: “Give the best 

projects at Great Prices just as launched” said Mr. Kamal 

Batra, CEO Buniyad Real Estate Services a tycoon in NCR 

market with more than 25 years of experience.With 

guidance prompts all the agents of Buniyad are busy. 

The regular projects of Jaypee Greens, Jaypee Sports City, 

Wave and Omaxe, 3c, Mahagun, Amrapali, Supertech and 

other biggies that needs not much of marketing from 

Buniyad is going in great guns.  It now becomes the duty of 

Buniyad Retail to put in lime light few new projects like 

ATS Dolce, Lotus Greens Yamuna Expressway, Lotus 

Greens Gurgaon Sector 89a, Jaypee Udaan in prelaunch 

state to the Public.

Owning an Apartment in Noida is a dream for many in 

NCR, but the prices are rocketed.  Few builders have come 

up with budget apartments clubbed with luxury like Aims 

Golf Avenue, Supertech Capetown, Apex Athena, etc.   

These apartments are for mid range family starting less 

than 50 lacs of all inclusive prices, Buniyad is proud to be a 

Channel Partners in these projects meeting up the demand 

of the common man.

On the other hand, Buniyad in Gurgaon is just on pace with 

the developers bringing Experion Westerlies, Supertech 

New Launch, Dlf Projects, Ashiana Landcraft, Lotus 

Greens, ATS Marigold, Ireo Projects and many more to 

their Gurgaon Investors last 3 months.

Years together, the trust people have in Buniyad never 

went down, its contribution to purchase and sale of Kothi's 

in Delhi / Noida / Gurgaon, involvement in completion of 

flawless deals in Industrial, Institutional and Commercial 

properties are just to the perfection.  

Yamuna Expressway, the new galore, investor's choice for 

their future generation is now out for grab.  Buniyad 

representatives have handpicked inventories in all sizes of 

both Authority and Developer projects to provide trust 

worthy deals to their clients.

Be a Go getter and a trend setter, contact Buniyad at and 

discuss your future investment.
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